
Raahul Jatin and Shannon K Set to Release
'Chand Mere Channa' - A Melodic Fusion
Carrying Forward Legendary Legacies

Chand Mere Channa Original Song OUT

NOW

MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, May 25, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a mesmerizing

collaboration that intertwines two legendary

musical lineages, singer Raahul Jatin and

Shannon Sanu are all set to release their much-

awaited song, 'Chand Mere Channa,' on May

25th. The son of acclaimed music composer Jatin

Pandit ( Jatin-Lalit Fame) and the daughter of

iconic singer Kumar Sanu, Raahul and Shannon

are poised to carry forward the musical legacies

they inherited while carving their own distinctive

path in the industry.

Raahul Jatin, speaking about the project,

expressed the dedication and passion he poured

into the collaboration. "I have poured my heart

and soul into this collaboration, working tirelessly

to ensure that every note, every lyric, and every

beat encapsulates the true essence of 'Chand

Mere.' The synergy between our voices and the

magic that unfolds within the music is something

we cannot wait to share with everyone. 'Chand

Mere' holds a special place in our hearts as it represents a beautiful fusion of our individual

musical journeys and a celebration of the legacies passed down to us by our legendary fathers

Jatin Pandit and Kumar Sanu. It is an honor and a privilege to follow in their footsteps while

carving our own path in the music industry".

For Shannon K, 'Chand Mere Channa' holds a deep significance, representing the fusion of their

individual musical journeys. "I hope that the song resonates with everyone, brings a smile to

everyone's faces, and instils a sense of inspiration within all. Through 'Chand Mere,' Raahul and I

aspire to touch your hearts and souls, evoking emotions that resonate with every listener. Our

aim is to create a musical experience that transcends boundaries, connecting people from all

walks of life through the universal language of music. This song is not just a melody; it's a

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChAlVirODNwXzgp60w8awgA
https://youtu.be/iyTZim_VlaU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ7EqLF7dz8ydS3381OOHKQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ7EqLF7dz8ydS3381OOHKQ


Composer Singer Raahul Jatin

message of hope, love, and the power of

dreams.

The collaboration between Raahul and Shannon is

poised to resonate with music enthusiasts

worldwide. Their combined talents, inherited

from their illustrious parents, promise to create a

unique and captivating musical experience. With

their own personal touch, the duo aims to evoke

deep emotions and inspire listeners.

'Chand Mere Channa' is not only a showcase of

extraordinary talent but also a testament to the

continuation of artistic legacies. Raahul and

Shannon's collaborative effort symbolizes the

passing of the torch from one generation to the

next while paving the way for their own artistic

identities to shine.

As the release date approaches, anticipation and

excitement are building among fans and music

aficionados. 'Chand Mere Channa' promises to be a beautiful fusion of heartfelt emotions and

melodious compositions that will undoubtedly touch the hearts and souls of its listeners.

We are proud of all the work

our legendary fathers, Jatin

Pandit and Kumar Sanu

have done. It is an honor

and a privilege to follow in

their footsteps while carving

our own path in the music

industry.”

Raahul Jatin & Shannon K

The song represents the harmonious blend of two families

renowned for their contributions to the music industry.

Raahul and Shannon, with 'Chand Mere Channa,' embark

on a journey to connect people and spread joy through the

power of music. May 25th marks the beginning of a new

chapter in their musical careers as they honor their

heritage while creating a sound that is entirely their own.
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Jatin Pandit & Kumar Sanu
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